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What’s New

The Early Adopter program allows you to preview and experience new Power365 capabilities before they are globally available. It provides approved customers the ability to test new solutions and provide real-world feedback which contributes to the on-going evolution of the platform. If you are interested in finding out more about our available preview solutions and signing up, please review this information.

Going forward, the release version number now represents the year and month of the release and the monthly release number (19.11.2).

Reference numbers are in parentheses.

Version 19.11.2 – November 2019 Release 2

- The jobs worker has been updated to correctly set the Office 365 Group to "Ready" or "Matched" when syncing is stopped on Integration projects not using Directory Sync Lite. (72215)

- The ability to set a user’s migration state has been added to the PowerShell API. (72245)

- An issue where the filter selected on the Project dashboard for the Migration Waves for Distribution Groups did not redirect the user to the Distribution Groups tab has been resolved. (72624)

- New options to allow Directory Sync Lite to support Resource Forest deployments have been added to the Profile. These options allow for an On Premises Domain Name that is tied to the account (user) forest instead of the Exchange forest, where Directory Sync Lite runs. (72661)

- An alert notification is now displayed if Modern Authentication is not enabled for the Office 365 tenant. All Power365 project types (excluding Basic Projects using the Basic Authentication option) take advantage of Modern Authentication to help manage your projects. Modern Authentication is the default behavior for all Office 365 tenants. (72701)

- The User List CSV template has been updated with the correct header names. (72759)

- The Get-BTUser PowerShell command can now be filtered with the following Boolean attributes: IsMailbox, IsMailUser, IsContact, IsRoom, IsEquipment, IsShared, IsUnifiedGroup, IsTeam. (72835)

- To alleviate the throttling of notification emails sent by the admin account, workflow actions can now be batched based on batch size values in a new Project Setting table. (72968)

Version 19.10.2 – October 2019 Release 2

- The Office 365 Groups and Teams view now displays the type (Group or Team). (72218)

- The Users view now displays the size of the OneDrive for Business content. (72219)

- OneDrive for Business syncs now run in parallel with mail and/or archive syncs. When stopped, sync jobs will immediately revert to the Prepared/Synced status to allow users to re-sync and not have to wait for parallel sync jobs to stop. (72234)

- Labels in the user interface have been updated to include Microsoft Teams in areas where Teams migration is supported. (72236)

- The Groups and Teams view has been updated and the Migration Waves tab has been added. (72239)

- The Group by Wave views now include the Prepare column. (72240)

- The Cutover process has been improved to update and handle stale User Guid values. (72377)
- The performance of OneDrive for Business syncs has been improved by using the cached lists of personal sites when syncing users. Also, similar improvements have been made to OneDrive for Business syncs of Office 365 Groups. (72398)

**Version 19.10.1 – October 2019 Release 1**

- The OneDrive for Business content sync now happens at the beginning of the cutover process in parallel with mail sync and will allow mail cutover completion as OneDrive for Business syncs continue to completion. (71219)
- Threshold settings to handle bad items and folders that cannot be synced for OneDrive for Business content have been added. Threshold settings for Online Mailbox content are now separate from the threshold settings for OneDrive for Business. (71223)
- Changes have been implemented to prevent the Worker from receiving SaveMappings timeout exceptions. (72132)

This release includes the following changes to Early Adopter solutions:

- In projects using Directory Sync, an issue where the default password for new users was not being saved has been resolved. (71156)
- An issue with the Start-BTPrepare, Start-BTSync, and Start-BTCutover PowerShell commands for Waves has been resolved. (71166)
- An issue with the Get-BTWorkflowRun PowerShell command has been resolved. (71186)

**Version 19.9.1 – September 2019 Release 1**

- A performance issue with a large number/amount of OneDrive for Business syncs has been resolved. (70241)

This release includes the following changes to Early Adopter solutions:

- Multiple forests per tenant are now supported. (67381)
- Prepare, Provision, and Cutover operations for Office 365 Groups and Teams are now supported. (68772)
- Migration of Team Channels and Channel conversations is now supported. (68773)
- File type icons now appear for synchronized file attachments for Teams Channel Conversation message sync. (69887)
- Reaction icons now appear for migrated channel conversations messages. (69888)
- The new environments wizard has been updated and the Tenant Management tab has been updated to refer to tenants as environments. (70434)
- The default mappings have been updated to set RequireSenderAuthenticationEnabled to false on Target group during Prepare and on Source group during cutover. (70542)

**Version 19.8.2 – August 2019 Release 2**

- An issue where Domain Move did not handle mail objects without proxy addresses correctly during the remove address step has been resolved. (67975)
- An option to disable notification emails on cutover for OneDrive has been added to the migration profile. This option is enabled by default. (69446)
Support for tenants to configure a custom SharePoint connection URL (for example, "https://somedomain-admin.sharepoint.com") in the InstanceEndpoint table (EndpointTypeId=15) has been added. This allows tenants to use a SharePoint URL that is unrelated to the InitialDomain found in the Domains table. (69811)

An issue where a OneDrive for Business sync job would fail but marked incorrectly as completed successfully has been resolved. (69955)

An issue where the OneDrive for Business progress counter was inaccurate has been resolved. (69956)

Automatic detection of deleted contacts is no longer support by Microsoft Graph. In order to remEDIATE deleted contacts (for example, during a Domain Move), users will need to run a Reconcile discovery and then mark the un-discovered contacts as deleted or remove them from the database. (70030)

Version 19.8.1 – August 2019 Release 1

An issue where manual matching of Office 365 Groups failed has been resolved. (67064)

Power365 API and PowerShell is available as an Early Adopter feature. Please contact your sales representative to be considered for the Early Adopter program (67375)

OneNote data can now be migrated with Office 365 Groups/Teams. (68163)

An issue where the default and initial domain was not being used to create PowerShell users has been resolved. (68843)

The Power365 Setup Pro Installer MSI is now globally available. This MSI does not require the end-user to interact with the cutover process. (69206)

Version 19.7.2 – July 2019 Release 2

The "Operator" application role has been added. The Operator role grants an authenticated user access to the assigned client's migration project and Directory Sync workflow functionality. This role may navigate projects, manage schedules, waves and migration related actions. This role cannot view Power365 licenses or reports, grant others access or modify application configurations including what is in and out of scope for migration. Also, the User role has been renamed as "Power User" (67809)

An issue where tenant workers encountered a memory error while discovering personal sites has been resolved. (68341)

An issue where the "optimize my syncs" option was setting permissions during initial and delta syncs has been resolved. (68722)

Version 19.7.1 – July 2019 Release 1

The Office 365 Groups tab in the user interface has been renamed as "Office 365 Groups and Teams". (67595)

The Mailbox Type column and filter has been added to the Users view. In addition, the Mailbox Type field and Mail Service Plan field have been added to the User Details page. (67596)

The Discovery Report filters have been updated. (67753)

Edit functionality has been added to the Migration Waves for Office 365 Groups table on the project dashboard. (67946)

An issue where reports displayed duplicate objects has been resolved. (68030)
• An issue where Office 365 Groups were unable to connect to the source mailbox to begin the sync has been resolved. (68080)

• An issue preventing a user from being correctly prepared, if that user was licensed manually in Office 365 but not discovered by Power365 before starting Prepare, has been resolved. (68213)

Version 19.6.2 – June 2019 Release 2
• An issue where Office 365 Groups were not processed during a Domain Move has been resolved. (41375)
• An issue where the ERS relay could incorrectly accept inbound connections before the initial configuration download finished has been resolved. (63760)
• DKIM support has been expanded to accept all eligible domains. Also, a transport rule for ERS to handle reply emails and anti-spam processes has been added. (65969)
• An issue where the Address Book column was incorrectly appearing on the Tenants page for DSLT-enabled integration projects has been resolved. (66780)
• An issue here the "Distribution Groups" menu option was enabled during discovery has been resolved. (67427)
• An issue where a user could start discovery when discovery is already running has been resolved. (67673)

Version 19.5.2 – May 2019 Release 2
• OneNote data can now be migrated as part of a OneDrive for Business migration. (65002)
• The ability to schedule migration waves for the Prepare (for Premium Integration projects) and Cutover activities has been added. (65965)
• An issue that caused OneDrive for Business data to not migrate has been resolved. (66445)
• An issue where Discovery logs were missing columns when exported to Excel has been resolved. (66527)
• Education license options have been added to the Migration Profile End-User License options. (66535)
• The exported Discovery logs now includes all log entries from the last eight days. (66546)

Version 19.5.1 – May 2019 Release 1
• Power365 IPs can now be whitelisted. Contact Binary Tree support for the list of static IPs used by Power365 processes. (49653)
• An issue that caused OneDrive for Business data to not migrate has been resolved. (66445)
• An issue where Discovery logs were missing columns when exported to Excel has been resolved. (66527)
Learn more about Binary Tree

For more information on Binary Tree, visit us at www.binarytree.com/company/about-binary-tree.
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